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Introducing the Marley, our stunning new 

display home that draws inspiration from 

the desert style of California’s iconic city. 

Featuring soaring raking ceilings and a 

spacious, open-plan design, the Marley 

offers a relaxed and inviting atmosphere 

that is perfect for modern living. 

The heart of the home is its impressive 

kitchen, complete with wrap-around 

bench tops and a retro styling that is sure 

to impress. Whether you’re entertaining 

guests or simply enjoying a quiet night in, 

the Marley is the perfect home for those 

who appreciate style, comfort, and the finer 

things in life. Come and experience the 

Marley for yourself today!

The MARLEY



Why choose Endeavour Homes?
The answer is simple. Endeavour Homes represents excellent quality 

at the right price. We have the vision and flair to design dwellings 

for today’s lifestyle. Our goal is to provide display homes that feature 

differing design aspects and benefits. This enables you to select 

certain features and incorporate them into your new home and really 

make it “your home”. All display homes are designed to meet the 

demand of today’s lifestyle and as such, we commission different 

designers to achieve a fresh, innovative balance between style and 

affordability. We are very proud of our display home range and hope 

you enjoy the homes as much as we do.
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Progress Watcher™ 
Follow the progress of your new home from contract  
signing to finish – from the comfort of your own computer!

Exclusive Interior Design Service 
We’ve partnered with an interior designer to assist  
you with colour and tile selections for your new  
home and turn your dream home decor into a reality.

25 Year Structural Guarantee 
We build quality homes to the highest standards  
– and provide you with a 25 year structural  
warranty to ensure your peace of mind.

More information available on the website 
Head to endeavourhomes.com.au to request a copy  
of the specification and more information relating  
to this home design.


